Abstract: Cooking loss (CL) is a critical quality attribute directly relating to meat juiciness. The potential of the hyperspectral imaging (HSI) technique was investigated for non-invasively classifying and visualizing the CL of fresh broiler breast meat. Hyperspectral images of total 75 fresh broiler breast fillets were acquired by the system operating in the visible and near-infrared (VNIR, 400-1000 nm) range. Mean spectra were extracted from regions of interest (ROIs) determined by pure muscle tissue pixels. CL was firstly measured by calculating the weight loss in cooking, and then fillets were grouped into high-CL and low-CL according to the threshold of 20%. The classification methods partial least square-discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) and radial basis function-support vector machine (RBF-SVM) were applied, respectively, to determine the optimal spectral calibration strategy. Results showed that the PLS-DA model developed using the data, that is, first-order derivative (Der1) of VNIR full spectra, performed best with correct classification rates (CCRs) of 0.90 and 0.79 for the calibration and prediction sets, respectively. Furthermore, to simplify the optimal PLS-DA model and make it practical, effective wavelengths were individually selected using uninformative variable elimination (UVE) and competitive adaptive reweighted sampling (CARS). Through performance comparison, the CARS-PLS-DA combination was identified as the optimal method and the PLS-DA model built with 18 informative wavelengths selected by CARS resulted in good CCRs of 0.86 and 0.79. Finally, classification maps were created by predicting CL categories of each pixel in the VNIR hyperspectral images using the CARS-PLS-DA model, and the general CL categories of fillets were readily discernible. The overall results were encouraging and showed the promising potential of the VNIR HSI technique for classifying fresh broiler breast fillets into different CL categories.
Introduction
Poultry meat is considered as a popular muscle food due to its low price, abundant nutritional values, and product diversity [1] . The consumption of chicken meat is growing rapidly worldwide, however quality assurance and control are critical for encouraging their purchase. Therefore, it is essential for the poultry industry to perform quality control, assessing the quality attributes of chicken meat in order to ensure their acceptance by consumers. 
Quality Attributes Measurements
After the deboning, color and pH measurements were conducted on the dorsal side surface of the fillet. CIELAB (Commission Internationale de L'Eclairage, L* a* and b*) values were measured with a Minolta Spectrophotometer CM-2600d (Konica Minolta Inc., Ramsey, NJ, USA). The spectrophotometer was calibrated to zero with a white plate before measurements, and had illuminant C, the specular component excluded, a 10° observer, and an 8-mm aperture. Color values were recorded as the average of the three readings at three different locations. The pH values were determined by averaging measurements at two different locations at the cranial end with a Hach 
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Prior to the WBSF and CL measurements, fresh fillets were cooked in a Henny Penny MCS-6 combination oven (Henny Penny Corporation, Eaton, OH, USA) at 85 • C with the tender steam setting to reach an internal temperature of 78 • C. Endpoint temperatures of each fillet were checked in the thickest part using a hand-held digital thermometer equipped with a hypodermic needle probe (Doric Digital Thermometer, Model 450-ET, Doric Scientific, San Diego, CA, USA). After the cooked fillets reached the desired temperature (i.e., 78 • C), CL was calculated by the following formula:
where W fresh (g) represents fresh meat sample weight and W cooked (g) refers to sample weight after cooking. After that, two 1.9-cm-wide and 1.9-cm-thick strips were removed by cutting parallel to the muscle fibers in the cranial end from the breast. The WBSF value of fillet was measured using a TA-XT Plus Texture Analyzer (Stable Micro Systems, Surrey, UK) combined with a TA-7 WB shear type blade, and averaged by two strip measurements. Strips were sheared through the middle parts and the maximum forces were recorded as kilogram force (kgf) [38] .
Image Acquisition and Calibration
The hyperspectral images of broiler breast fillets were acquired in the National Poultry Research Center, USDA-ARS in Athens, GA. The fillets were scanned by an HSI system in reflectance mode in the VNIR spectral region (400-1000 nm). The hardware of the HSI system consisted of a line-scan hyperspectral camera, a pair of 50 W halogen MR16 lamps (Solux, EiKo, Shawnee, Kans), power supplies, a computer, and a translation stage. The VNIR hyperspectral camera consisted of a spectrograph (ImSpector V10E, Specim, Oulu, Finland), a 12-bit charge coupled device (CCD) sensor (SensiCam QE SVGA, Cooke Corp., Auburn Hills, MI, USA) with optical sensitivity from 400 to 1000 nm (473 spectral bands) and 688 × 500-pixel resolution, and a C-mount focusing lens (XNP 1.4/17-0303, Schneider Optics, Hauppage, NY, USA). The nominal spectral resolution of the imaging spectrograph was 2.8 nm, and the field of view was 115 mm (width) × 93 mm (height) corresponding to 688 lines × 500 pixels. Fillets were put on the motorized translation stage under the hyperspectral camera so that image acquisition would proceed by successive line scanning.
To remove the dark current effect of the camera and to obtain the relative reflectance from each image, image calibration was performed for the raw images. A white reference image was acquired from a white reference panel (~99.9% reflectance) and a dark reference image (~0% reflectance) was obtained by covering the camera with its own opaque cap [39] . A relative reflectance image was calculated using the following equation:
where R c is the resulting calibrated image and R o is original acquired images. D is the dark current image and W is the white reference image.
Image Pretreatment and Spectra Extraction
The image segmentation is a crucial image processing method, and the precision of operation might highly influence the subsequent extracted data. Since the WHC is closely related to bound and entrapped water loss especially determined by myofibrillar structures and compositions [40] , pure chicken muscle tissues were extracted manually and defined as ROIs, with background, irregular shadow, and specular reflective or fat portions of the fillet excluded. The main steps for VNIR hyperspectral image segmentation and ROI extraction in this study are depicted in detail in Figure 2 .
Firstly, the whole meat mask (Figure 2a ) was created by subtracting the lowest reflectance band (Figure 2b ) from the highest reflectance band (Figure 2c ), followed by thresholding with a value of 0. Similarly, an irregular shadow mask was created by thresholding values ranging from 0 to 12.5 ( Figure 2d ). In addition, the specular reflection or fat mask (Figure 2e ) was obtained at the lowest reflectance band with a threshold of 1.5. Finally, the muscle tissue (Figure 2f ) was isolated by subtracting irregular shadow (Figure 2d ) and fat (Figure 2e ) images from the whole segmented meat image (Figure 2a) . Then, the pure muscle tissue was treated as the main ROI to be used for spectral data extraction. The mean spectra of fillets were acquired by extracting spectrum of each ROI corresponding to each sample. The image segmentation and spectra extraction processes were carried out using ENVI software (ENVI 5.1, Research Systems Inc., Solutions, Boulder, CO, USA, 2014). ( Figure 2d ). In addition, the specular reflection or fat mask (Figure 2e ) was obtained at the lowest reflectance band with a threshold of 1.5. Finally, the muscle tissue ( Figure 2f ) was isolated by subtracting irregular shadow ( Figure 2d ) and fat ( Figure 2e ) images from the whole segmented meat image (Figure 2a) . Then, the pure muscle tissue was treated as the main ROI to be used for spectral data extraction. The mean spectra of fillets were acquired by extracting spectrum of each ROI corresponding to each sample. The image segmentation and spectra extraction processes were carried out using ENVI software (ENVI 5.1, Research Systems Inc., Solutions, Boulder, CO, USA, 2014). 
Reference Measurements Statistics and Spectral Data Processing
Statistical analysis of meat quality measurements (fillet color, pH, WBSF, and CL values) were conducted using the SPSS software (SPSS version 19.0, IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA, 2010). Means of the different groups were separated using student's t-test procedure with the level of p < 0.1.
Prior to the establishment of classification models, all the samples were partitioned into the calibration set and prediction set based on a ratio of approximately 2:1. That is, 50 samples of high-CL (n = 25) and low-CL (n = 25) were attributed to the calibration set and the others to the prediction set. With regards to multivariable spectra analysis, several preprocessing techniques, including standard normal variate (SNV), multiplicative scatter correction (MSC), and derivatives (first-and second-order, Der1 and Der2) based on the Savitzky-Golay algorithm with a third-order polynomial fitting within a moving window of a width of 15, were separately applied to the spectra. Two modeling methods were applied. One was linear partial least square-discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) algorithm and the other was nonlinear radial basis function support vector machine (RBF-SVM) algorithm. PLS-DA predicts the values and assigns samples into their corresponding groups based on the modeling with PLS regression [41] . The latent variables (LVs) are orthogonal directions in the space of the sample matrix characterized by maximizing the covariance with the pre-defined classes. The class of unknown samples was assigned based on the predicted Y value and the classification threshold of the developed model. The smallest number of LVs at the minimum value of the corresponding error rate of venetian blinds cross-validation was chosen. With regards to the RBF-SVM method, the RBF was used as the kernel function of SVM and optimal separation of groups was achieved based on statistical learning [42] . In this study, the parameters of c and g for the RBF-SVM method were chosen in an automatic optimization process. Finally, the performance of established 
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where CCR represents the correct classification rate, N 1 is the number of correctly classified samples in the calibration or prediction set, and N 2 is the total number of samples in the calibration or prediction set. Classification performance was further assessed in terms of sensitivity and specificity. Sensitivity was estimated as the number of positives in the dataset corrected by the model divided by the total number of positives. Specificity was determined as the number of negatives correctly classified divided by the total number of negatives. The definitions of the two indicators are as below:
where TP, TN, FN and FP denote the true positive, the true negative, the false negative and the false positive, respectively. Uninformative variable elimination (UVE) and competitive adaptive reweighted sampling (CARS) are employed to identify and select informative variables for model optimization, respectively. UVE is a variable selection method based on stability analysis of the regression coefficient (RC) in the partial least squares regression (PLSR) model. A noise matrix with the same dimensions is added to the original spectral data matrix, and the PLSR model is built by the combined data [43] . The wavelengths in original data with RC values lower than cutoff threshold will be eliminated. CARS used the Monte Carlo sampling method to evaluate the significance of each wavelength on the basis of RC absolute coefficients in PLSR model. Wavelengths with little influence due to established principles will be removed, and the next iteration always starts with the remaining variables until iterations are finished [44] . The use of the two variable selection methods can possibly improve model performances and meanwhile enable the development of simplified multispectral imaging systems, so that detection can meet industrial requirements. Steps described for wavelength selection were performed with a homemade procedure with Matlab software (Matlab 2012b, The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA, 2012).
Visualization of CL Classification Results
The CL categories vary not only among different fillets, but also in different locations in one same fillet. Using the HSI technique, the classification results of different pixels located at different spatial locations can be calculated and visualized. Spectra at the selected wavelengths were used to transfer classification results of optimal simplified model into each pixel to achieve visualization. Thus, a pixel-level pseudo color map was obtained and a color scale bar was used, so that pixels that belong to the same CL category would appear in the same color in the classification map. Then, a median-filtering operation programmed in Matlab software was applied to reduce noise and smooth the images to make the results clearer. Furthermore, to evaluate the overall degree of CL for the intact fillet, a fillet-level classification map was subsequently generated according to the distribution of the majority of pixels within the fillet. All visualization steps were conducted in Matlab software.
Results and Discussion

Threshold Determination and Quality Characteristics of High-CL and Low-CL Broiler Breast Fillets
In a previous report of WHC values statistics of broiler breast fillets, average CL values for high-WHC and low-WHC groups were of 18.4-19.6% and 21.6-22.3%, respectively [45] . Referring to these results, in our study, fillets were classified as having high-CL when CL was ≥20% and as having low-CL when CL was <20%. The sample distribution of CL values of 74 fillets (one of the 75 was excluded due to image damage) is illustrated in Figure 3 , and the number of samples in two groups accounted for half (n = 37) of the total based on this threshold standard (20%) fittingly. due to image damage) is illustrated in Figure 3 , and the number of samples in two groups accounted for half (n = 37) of the total based on this threshold standard (20%) fittingly. Besides CL values, descriptive statistics such as mean, range, and standard deviation (SD) of the other six quality attributes of the broiler breast fillets with high-CL and low-CL are also shown in Table 1 . The CL values of all fillets ranged from 15.17% to 36.18%, and mean values for high-CL and low-CL were 22.05% and 18.15%, respectively. No differences at the significance level of 0.1 were observed for the color attributes. However, numerical differences of overall average values could be observed. For example, for high-CL samples the overall a* and b* values were 0.20 and 12.61, respectively, compared with −0.11 and 12.17 for low-CL samples, which demonstrated that high-CL fillets exhibited a little more red and yellow than low-CL fillets. Because poor WHC is closely associated with pale color and low muscle pH in chicken meat [46] , as expected, high-CL fillets exhibited higher overall average L* values and lower pH values than low-CL fillets. Also, a significant difference is shown in the t-test (p < 0.1) for the average WBSF values between high-CL and low-CL groups, which indicated that less juicy fillets also generally presented lower tenderness. 
Spectral Features
Spectra of all ROIs were extracted from VNIR hyperspectral images. The mean spectra of fillets of high-CL and low-CL groups are shown in Figure 4 . The mean spectra of high-CL and low-CL fillets exhibited overall similar patterns, and curves in the visible spectral region (400-700 nm) showed low reflectance in the blue and green regions (about 400-550 nm) and high reflectance in red region (about Besides CL values, descriptive statistics such as mean, range, and standard deviation (SD) of the other six quality attributes of the broiler breast fillets with high-CL and low-CL are also shown in Table 1 . The CL values of all fillets ranged from 15.17% to 36.18%, and mean values for high-CL and low-CL were 22.05% and 18.15%, respectively. No differences at the significance level of 0.1 were observed for the color attributes. However, numerical differences of overall average values could be observed. For example, for high-CL samples the overall a* and b* values were 0.20 and 12.61, respectively, compared with −0.11 and 12.17 for low-CL samples, which demonstrated that high-CL fillets exhibited a little more red and yellow than low-CL fillets. Because poor WHC is closely associated with pale color and low muscle pH in chicken meat [46] , as expected, high-CL fillets exhibited higher overall average L* values and lower pH values than low-CL fillets. Also, a significant difference is shown in the t-test (p < 0.1) for the average WBSF values between high-CL and low-CL groups, which indicated that less juicy fillets also generally presented lower tenderness. 
Spectra of all ROIs were extracted from VNIR hyperspectral images. The mean spectra of fillets of high-CL and low-CL groups are shown in Figure 4 . The mean spectra of high-CL and low-CL fillets exhibited overall similar patterns, and curves in the visible spectral region (400-700 nm) showed low reflectance in the blue and green regions (about 400-550 nm) and high reflectance in red region (about 600-700 nm), which explains why broiler breast meat gets its red or pink color. However, the spectral profiles could also be distinguished from each other in several small reflectance differences. In spectral set of 400-1000 nm, the bands at 422 nm, 550 nm and 492 nm were related to deoxymyoglobin, and oxymyoglobin, and metmyoglobin, respectively [47] . Low-CL fillets exhibited higher reflectance signals at 550 nm and 492 nm than high-CL fillets, which indicated that the samples could be initially screened by meat color attributes (in accordance with the statistics in Table 1 ). Specifically, the bands at 980 nm and the weak valley at 762 nm were closely related to the presence of water in muscles, which could be attributed to the second and third overtone of O-H stretching mode of water, respectively [8, 30] . Only minor differences were observed in the moisture contents of the high-CL and low-CL muscles. As also indicated in previous study [8] , the WHC is closely connected with the membrane and structural integrity of cells in the muscle tissue. 600-700 nm), which explains why broiler breast meat gets its red or pink color. However, the spectral profiles could also be distinguished from each other in several small reflectance differences. In spectral set of 400-1000 nm, the bands at 422 nm, 550 nm and 492 nm were related to deoxymyoglobin, and oxymyoglobin, and metmyoglobin, respectively [47] . Low-CL fillets exhibited higher reflectance signals at 550 nm and 492 nm than high-CL fillets, which indicated that the samples could be initially screened by meat color attributes (in accordance with the statistics in Table 1 ). Specifically, the bands at 980 nm and the weak valley at 762 nm were closely related to the presence of water in muscles, which could be attributed to the second and third overtone of O-H stretching mode of water, respectively [8, 30] . Only minor differences were observed in the moisture contents of the high-CL and low-CL muscles. As also indicated in previous study [8] , the WHC is closely connected with the membrane and structural integrity of cells in the muscle tissue. Table 2 shows the performances of models developed using PLS-DA and RBF-SVM with optimal preprocessing methods, respectively. The PLS-DA model with preprocessing of Der1 achieved good performance in classification of high and low CL with CCRs of 0.90 for the calibration set and 0.79 for the prediction set. The optimum number of LV determinations is shown in Figure 5 and 11 latent variables were selected. When RBF-SVM was considered, similar classification results of CCR = 1.00 and 0.79 for the calibration and prediction set, respectively, were obtained. This overall good result might be due to content differences of the myoglobin and heme pigments [48] in fillets of the two groups. Moreover, the previous works showed that visible spectra are helpful for classifying raw fillets into high-and low-WHC groups [8] as important wavelengths with high loadings were mostly in that region [48] . Although PLS-DA and RBF-SVM models had similar performance, the former model was more robust as there was a smaller absolute difference between CCRs in the calibration and prediction processes. Therefore, in this work, the established PLS-DA model based on full spectra was selected for further evaluation. In the literature there are few reports concerning the qualitative or quantitative prediction of meat CL using the spectroscopic method [9] [10] [11] [12] . Leroy et al. [9] reported the R 2 cv range of 0.25 to 0.47 for beef CL prediction using NIR spectroscopy, while an R 2 value of 0.001 for young cattle meat and 0.138 for oxen meat was obtained in Prieto et al. [11] . Prevolnik et al. [12] reported unsuccessful prediction of pork CL with NIR spectroscopy by showing the Rp 2 of 0.26-0.39, and in the study of Liu et al. [10] , an R 2 value of 0.49 for chicken meat CL was obtained. Despite the meat species and discrepancies in experimental designs, the performance in our study was better than in the published studies using NIR spectroscopy. Our results support the suggestion that conventional NIR spectroscopy is limited by the small sampling area, while hyperspectral images may better correspond to the CL of whole sample. On the other hand, WHC is also well-related to meat color, which could explain how by including spectra in visible wavebands in the present study, Table 2 shows the performances of models developed using PLS-DA and RBF-SVM with optimal preprocessing methods, respectively. The PLS-DA model with preprocessing of Der1 achieved good performance in classification of high and low CL with CCRs of 0.90 for the calibration set and 0.79 for the prediction set. The optimum number of LV determinations is shown in Figure 5 and 11 latent variables were selected. When RBF-SVM was considered, similar classification results of CCR = 1.00 and 0.79 for the calibration and prediction set, respectively, were obtained. This overall good result might be due to content differences of the myoglobin and heme pigments [48] in fillets of the two groups. Moreover, the previous works showed that visible spectra are helpful for classifying raw fillets into high-and low-WHC groups [8] as important wavelengths with high loadings were mostly in that region [48] . Although PLS-DA and RBF-SVM models had similar performance, the former model was more robust as there was a smaller absolute difference between CCRs in the calibration and prediction processes. Therefore, in this work, the established PLS-DA model based on full spectra was selected for further evaluation. In the literature there are few reports concerning the qualitative or quantitative prediction of meat CL using the spectroscopic method [9] [10] [11] [12] . Leroy et al. [9] reported the R 2 cv range of 0.25 to 0.47 for beef CL prediction using NIR spectroscopy, while an R 2 value of 0.001 for young cattle meat and 0.138 for oxen meat was obtained in Prieto et al. [11] . Prevolnik et al. [12] reported unsuccessful prediction of pork CL with NIR spectroscopy by showing the R p 2 of 0.26-0.39, and in the study of Liu et al. [10] , an R 2 value of 0.49 for chicken meat CL was obtained. Despite the meat species and discrepancies in experimental designs, the performance in our study was better than in the published studies using NIR spectroscopy. Our results support the suggestion that conventional NIR spectroscopy is limited by the small sampling area, while hyperspectral images may better correspond to the CL of whole sample. On the other hand, WHC is also well-related to meat color, which could explain how by including spectra in visible wavebands in the present study, better results were achieved. 
Classification Models Using Full-Wavelength Range
Establishment of a Multi-Spectral Classification Model by PLS-DA
Although spectra of full wavelengths performed well in high-CL and low-CL classification, the contiguous wavelengths made the data processing time-consuming and inefficient. The utilization of fewer wavelengths is preferable for easier implementation of the multispectral imaging system. In total, 18 and 25 wavelengths were selected using CARS and UVE, respectively, and the distribution of selected wavelengths is shown in Figure 6 . It is clear that CARS identifies relevant wavelengths across the entire spectral range, whereas UVE tends to spread relevant wavelengths only in the spectral range low to 600 nm. Furthermore, simplified PLS-DA models were developed using the two sets of selected wavelengths, respectively, and the CARS-PLS-DA model revealed overall better performance than the UVE-PLS-DA model (Table 3 ). This finding may be due to the addition of more visible wavelengths when using CARS, including more effective color information for the classification. Additionally, compared to the original PLS-DA model using the spectra of full wavelengths within the VNIR range (also presented in Table 3 
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Classification Map of CL Categories
In contrast to conventional spectroscopy, the major advantage of HSI is the spatial distribution information involved. Since both detailed spectral and spatial information was included, the developed multivariate model obtained can be applied back to the hyperspectral images to map quality properties and/or the chemical distribution of pixels within each sample. In the literature, several researchers have implemented HSI successfully for meat classification in visualization forms [25, 49, 50] . For example, in predicting classifying pork muscle into three classes-pale, soft, and exudative (PSE), dark, firm, and dry (DFD), and reddish-pink, firm, and non-exudative (RFN) by HSI, Barbin et al. [25] created classification maps to present the diverse grades in all pixels within the samples. Kamruzzaman et al. [49] created the classification maps of different kinds of red meat (pork, beef, and lamb muscles) using a PLS-DA model. Pu et al. [50] built the classification maps using HSI system to classify and observe fresh and frozen-thawed pork. The overall results suggested that HSI could be implemented as a key component of a computer-integrated system to generate classification maps for the discrimination purposes. In this study, classification maps were generated tentatively by transferring the CARS-PLS-DA model to the pixels in hyperspectral images at selected wavelengths. Although it is hard to differentiate CL categories by the naked eye only by their RGB images in Figure 8 ( Figure 8a,d) , the spatial CL variation within a fillet could be identified via the classification maps. In pixel-level classification maps (Figure 8b,e) , different categories representing high-CL and low-CL were visualized in red and green, respectively. The reference CL values were 29.08% and 16.31% for fillet A and B, respectively. As presented, the corresponding general CL category of fillets A and B can be identified by observing the color of the majority of the pixels (exceeding 50%) within each fillet to make a correct recognition. Furthermore, the classification maps at the fillet-level were also generated (Figure 8c,f) to show the finally classified results which could be used to automate the inspection in final quality grading. Overall, classification maps could also be successfully generated for CL classification in chicken fillets. HSI reveals that the advantages (which could benefit poultry meat producers and processors, retailers, and consumers alike) cannot be achieved by either conventional imaging or spectroscopy. 
Conclusions
HSI and multivariate analyses have the potential to be used as rapid and non-destructive tools to classify the fresh broiler breast fillets into two categories, that is, high-CL and low-CL. Generally, the attempt to extract only the spectra in pixels of pure muscle tissue (related to water holding) showed satisfactory results. The optimal model developed by the VNIR full wavelengths using PLS-DA obtained CCRs of 0.90 and 0.79 for calibration and prediction sets, respectively. Moreover, 18 dominant wavelengths were selected by CARS to build the optimal simplified PLS-DA model, and comparable performance was yielded with CCRs of 0.86 and 0.79 for calibration and prediction sets, respectively. In order to facilitate the practical application of the CL classification results of chicken fillets, classification maps were generated. Although not very high accuracy was achieved (prediction set CCR = 0.79), the performance was better than in previous studies related to CL prediction by NIR spectroscopy in the meat industry. This encouraging result demonstrated that HSI is a promising tool for the CL evaluation of fresh chicken meat, and it could also be applied to CL classification of red meat species in further studies.
